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この、「Synthesizing Microstrip Dual-Band Bandpass Filters Using Frequency Transformation and Circuit Conversion Technique」はリンクサーキット株式会社が馬准教授と共同研究を行い研究成果として報告されたものです。
A novel method is proposed to synthesize dual-band bandpass filters (BPFs) from a prototype lowpass filter. By implementing successive frequency transformations and circuit conversions, a new filter topology is obtained which consists of only admittance inverters and series or shunt resonators, and is thereby easy to be realized by using conventional distributed elements. A microstrip dual-band BPF with central frequencies of 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz is designed and fabricated using microstrip lines and stubs. The simulated and measured results show a good agreement and validate thereby the proposed theory.
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### 1. Introduction

Rapid developments of modern communications demand efficient utilization of more and more frequency channels. To reduce the weight and volume of communication circuits and equipments, many dual-band and multi-band components, including antennas [1], amplifiers [2], and microwave filters [3]–[6] have been developed. A number of publications have provided a variety of solutions to the realization of dual-band bandpass filters (BPFs). Miyake et al. [3] used parallel-connected two different filters to obtain dual-band characteristics. Tsai and Hsue [4] inserted a stopband into a broadband to form dual-bands by cascading a broadband filter with a bandstop filter. Because the circuit configurations in both [3] and [4] include two different filters, the sizes of these dual-band filters are comparatively large. Recently, Chang et al. reported dual-band BPFs employing stepped impedance resonators (SIRs) [5], [6]. One of the advantages of the SIR filter is that the positions of the dual-bands can be designed conveniently. However, it confronts difficulties when making adjustment of coupling coefficients between neighboring resonators to meet simultaneously the dual bandwidth specifications of the filter.

Uchida et al. [7] developed a dual-band-rejection filter with smaller passband insertion loss through the formation of two closely spaced rejection bands, using a novel frequency-transformation. This frequency-transformation technique was extended to the synthesis of dual-band BPFs in [8]. In this paper, the synthesis theory is expanded with detailed description of the formulas and circuits, filtering characteristics, realization problems of the dual-band filter using distributed transmission lines, and discussions on the advantages and disadvantages of the method compared with previous related approaches.

The theory commences with a conventional prototype lowpass filter (LPF) and a frequency transformation, which converts the prototype LPF into a BPF. After a second frequency transformation is carried out, the BPF is converted into a dual-band BPF. The dual-band BPF owns a complicated configuration compared with those of conventional BPFs. To simplify the realization of the obtained dual-band BPF using distributed transmission lines or waveguides, admittance inverters are introduced successively to evolve the filter into new topologies. The final circuitry of the dual-band filter consists of only series or shunt LC resonators and admittance inverters, and hence can be easily realized by using distributed transmission lines and conventional design techniques. To verify the proposed theory, a dual-band BPFs operating at 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz is designed and fabricated in a microstrip form. It is found that the measured response of the filter agrees well with the simulated result.

### 2. Theory

#### 2.1 Two-Pole Dual-Band BPF

Figure 1 shows a two-pole prototype LPF and its transmission characteristics. The element values of \( g_0, g_1, g_2, \) and \( g_3 \) in the prototype filter are determined by its passband specifications using the well-known formulas in [9], and \( \varepsilon \) is a constant relating to the maximum insertion loss in the passband.

The prototype LPF is converted to a bandpass filter by

**Fig. 1** The prototype lowpass filter and its transmission characteristics.
executing the following frequency transformation [9]:

$$\Omega \rightarrow \frac{\Omega}{FBW_0} \left( \frac{\omega'}{\omega_0} - \frac{\omega_0}{\omega} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \Omega \) and \( \omega' \) are angular frequencies of the LPF and BPF, respectively, \( \Omega_c = 1 \) radian/s is the cutoff angular frequency of the prototype LPF, \( FBW_0 \) and \( \omega_0 \) are the fractional bandwidth and center frequency of the BPF, respectively. Through this transformation, the series inductor and shunt capacitor in the LPF are converted to a series and a shunt \( LC \) resonator, respectively, in the bandpass filter shown in Fig. 2. The schematic transmission response of the BPF is also given in Fig. 2. The expressions for the circuit elements shown in Fig. 2 are as follows:

$$L_1 = \frac{g_1 L_1 \Omega_c}{FBW_0 (\omega_0 - \omega_1)} \quad C_1 = \frac{1}{L_1 \omega_0^2} \quad (2)$$

$$L_2 = \frac{FBW_0}{g_2 \Omega_c \omega_0} \quad C_2 = \frac{1}{L_2 \omega_0^2} \quad (3)$$

The bandpass filter is further converted to a dual-band BPF when following the frequency transformation [7] is conducted:

$$\omega' = \frac{\omega_0}{\omega_2 - \omega_1} \left( \omega - \frac{\omega_1 \omega_2}{\omega} \right) = \frac{\omega_0}{FBW} \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_0} - \frac{\omega_0}{\omega} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where \( \omega \) is the angular frequency of the dual-band BPF, \( \omega_1 \) and \( \omega_2 \) are the center angular frequencies of the first and second passband of the dual-band filter, \( FBW = (\omega_2 - \omega_1)/\omega_0 \), and \( \omega_0 = (\omega_1 \omega_2)^{1/2} \).

In the case of a narrow band (e.g., \( FBW_1 < 0.1 \)) filter, our derivation reveals

$$FBW_1 = FBW_2 = FBW_0 \frac{\omega_2 - \omega_1}{\omega_1 + \omega_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

here \( FBW_1 \) and \( FBW_2 \) are the fractional bandwidths of the first and second passband of the dual-band filter, respectively. Through this transformation, the inductor and capacitor in the BPF are converted to a series and a shunt \( LC \) resonator, respectively. The circuit configuration of the obtained two-pole dual-band BPF is shown in Fig. 3, where the schematic transmission characteristics of the filter are also depicted. Through a little bit tedious but straightforward formulation, we get expressions for the circuit elements in Fig. 3 as follows:

$$L_{11} = \frac{g_1 L_1 \Omega_c}{FBW_0 (\omega_2 - \omega_1)} \quad C_{11} = \frac{1}{L_{11} \omega_0^2} \quad (6)$$

$$L_{12} = \frac{g_1 L_1 \Omega_c (\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{FBW_0 \omega_0^2} \quad C_{12} = \frac{1}{L_{12} \omega_0^2} \quad (7)$$

$$\omega_c' = \frac{\omega_0}{\omega_2 - \omega_1} \left( \omega - \frac{\omega_1 \omega_2}{\omega} \right) = \frac{\omega_0}{FBW} \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_0} - \frac{\omega_0}{\omega} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$L_{21} = \frac{FBW_0 (\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{g_2 \Omega_c \omega_0} \quad C_{21} = \frac{1}{L_{21} \omega_0^2} \quad (9)$$

$$L_{22} = \frac{FBW_0 (\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{g_2 \Omega_c \omega_0} \quad C_{22} = \frac{1}{L_{22} \omega_0^2} \quad (10)$$

It is observed that the circuit configuration of the dual-band BPF in Fig. 3 becomes fairly complicated compared with that of the conventional BPF in Fig. 2. Its series and shunt branches now include both series and shunt resonators. Such a circuit is difficult to realize at microwave frequencies when using distributed transmission lines. Therefore, successive circuit conversions are implemented below. First, the series branch is replaced by a shunt branch with the aid of admittance inverters (\( J \)-inverters), as is shown in Fig. 4. Circuit elements in Fig. 4 are determined by the following expressions:

$$L_{ai} = \frac{g_0 Y_0 C_{ai}}{J_{ai0}^2} \quad L_{bi} = \frac{J_{ai0}^2 Y_0}{g_0 Y_0 J_{bi1}} \quad i = 1, 2 \quad (11)$$

$$L_{ai} C_{ai} = L_{a2} C_{a2} = L_{b1} C_{b1} = L_{b2} C_{b2} = \frac{1}{\omega_0} \quad (12)$$

Although the circuit in Fig. 4 contains only shunt branches now, each of the shunt branches includes both series and shunt \( LC \) resonators. Therefore, a further step of circuit conversion is implemented by replacing all the shunt resonators with series resonators through the assistance of admittance inverters. The obtained filter is shown in Fig. 5, which consists of \( J \)-inverters and series \( LC \) resonators only. The derived formulas for the circuit elements in Fig. 5 are given below:

$$J_a = J_{01} \sqrt{\frac{C_{a1}}{g_0 Y_0 C_{a1}}} \quad J_b = J_{23} \sqrt{\frac{g_1 Y_0 C_{a2}}{Y_0 L_{21}}} \quad (13)$$

$$L_{ai} C_{ai} = L_{a2} C_{a2} = \frac{1}{\omega_0} \quad (14)$$
The theory described above is extended to an \( n \) frequency transformation, the circuit of an \( n \) band filter by following the same frequency transformation of these elements can be realized without much difficulty. The admittance inverters, \( J_{12}, J_a, \) and \( J_b \), and in Figs. 5 and 6 are then determined by using (13) or (15), respectively. The flexibility in the choice of the parameters allows us more freedom in the design and realization of dual-band BPFs.

### 2.2 \( N \)-Pole Dual-Band BPF

The theory described above is extended to an \( n \)-pole dual-band filter by following the same frequency transformation and circuit conversion process. After the first and second frequency transformation, the circuit of an \( n \)-pole dual-band BPF is shown in Fig. 7(a) in the case of an even number of \( n \) and shown in Fig. 7(b) in the case of an odd number of \( n \). Expressions for the circuit elements in Fig. 7(a) are as follows:

\[
L_{2k-1,1} = \frac{g_{2k-1} \Omega_c}{FBW_0(\omega_2 - \omega_1)}, \quad C_{2k-1,1} = \frac{1}{L_{2k-1,1} \omega_0^2}
\]
\[
L_{2k-1,2} = \frac{g_{2k-1} \Omega_c}{FBW_0 \omega_0^2}, \quad C_{2k-1,2} = \frac{1}{L_{2k-1,2} \omega_0^2}
\]
\[
L_{2k,1} = \frac{FBW_0(\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{g_{2k} \Omega_c \omega_0^2}, \quad C_{2k,1} = \frac{1}{L_{2k,1} \omega_0^2}
\]
\[
L_{2k,2} = \frac{FBW_0}{g_{2k} \Omega_c (\omega_2 - \omega_1)}, \quad C_{2k,2} = \frac{1}{L_{2k,2} \omega_0^2}
\]
where \( n \) is even, and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n/2 \). Expressions for the circuit elements in Fig. 7(b) are given by

\[
L_{2k,1} = \frac{FBW_0(\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{g_{2k} \Omega_c \omega_0^2}, \quad C_{2k,1} = \frac{1}{L_{2k,1} \omega_0^2}
\]
\[
L_{2k,2} = \frac{FBW_0}{g_{2k} \Omega_c (\omega_2 - \omega_1)}, \quad C_{2k,2} = \frac{1}{L_{2k,2} \omega_0^2}
\]
\[
L_{2k+1,1} = \frac{g_{2k+1} \Omega_c}{FBW_0(\omega_2 - \omega_1)}, \quad C_{2k+1,1} = \frac{1}{L_{2k+1,1} \omega_0^2}
\]
L_{2k+1,2} = \frac{g_{2k+1} \Omega (\omega_2 - \omega_1)}{\text{FBW} \omega_0^2}, \quad C_{2k+1,2} = \frac{1}{L_{2k+1,2} \omega_0^2} \tag{24}

\text{where } n \text{ is odd, and } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, (n - 1)/2.

By implementing the first and second circuit conversion using J-inverters, as described above for the 2-pole filter, the n-pole dual-band BPF in Fig. 7(a) or 7(b) is transformed first to a configuration shown by Fig. 7(c), and then to the one shown by Fig. 7(d) which includes only series LC resonators and J-inverters. Circuit elements in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) are determined by the following expressions:

\begin{align*}
L'_{2k-1,1} &= \frac{g_0 Y_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} C_{2k-1,1}, \quad C'_{2k-1,1} = \frac{1}{L'_{2k-1,1} \omega_0^2} \\
L'_{2k-2,1} &= \frac{g_0 Y_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} C_{2k-2,1}, \quad C'_{2k-2,1} = \frac{1}{L'_{2k-2,1} \omega_0^2} \\
J_{n,n+1} &= \frac{g_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} \cdots J_{n-2,n-1} \sqrt{\frac{g_0}{\omega_0^2}} \tag{25}
\end{align*}

in the case when n is even, and \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n/2 \), or by expressions given below:

\begin{align*}
L'_{2k,1} &= \frac{g_0 Y_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} C_{2k,1}, \quad C'_{2k,1} = \frac{1}{L'_{2k,1} \omega_0^2} \\
L'_{2k,2} &= \frac{g_0 Y_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} C_{2k,2}, \quad C'_{2k,2} = \frac{1}{L'_{2k,2} \omega_0^2} \\
L'_{2k+1,1} &= \frac{g_0 Y_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} C_{2k+1,1}, \quad C'_{2k+1,1} = \frac{1}{L'_{2k+1,1} \omega_0^2} \\
L'_{2k+1,2} &= \frac{g_0 Y_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} C_{2k+1,2}, \quad C'_{2k+1,2} = \frac{1}{L'_{2k+1,2} \omega_0^2} \\
J_{n,n+1} &= \frac{g_0}{\sqrt{J_0}} J_1 \cdots J_{k-2,2-2k-1} \cdots J_{n-2,n-1} \sqrt{\frac{g_0}{\omega_0^2}} \tag{26}
\end{align*}

in the case when n is odd, and \( k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, (n-1)/2 \). Other additional formulas for the circuit elements in Fig. 7(d) are:

\begin{align*}
J'_i &= \sqrt{\frac{C_{ii}}{L_{ii}}}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \tag{27} \\
C_{ii} L_{ii} &= \frac{1}{\omega_0^2}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \tag{28}
\end{align*}

2.3 Discussions

The above formulation process shows that the proposed method owns the following distinctive features: (1) First, it starts form the conventional prototype lowpass filter which is familiar to most filter designers. The frequency transformation and circuit conversion are straightforward, and the obtained closed-form design formulas are simple and easy to use. (2) Second, the derived design formulas provide direct relations between the specifications of a dual-band filter and the circuit element values. Therefore, from given specifications of a dual-band filter, all the circuit parameters can be determined readily by using these formulas. (3) Third, the final circuit consists of only series or shunt resonators and J-inverters, so it can be easily realized by using distributed transmission line structures and traditional design techniques and experiences.

In [10] and [11], dual-band filters consisting of microstrip lines and short- or open-circuited stubs are also investigated. In [10], Wada et al. suggested the use of capacitor-loaded open stubs for possible applications to dual-passband filters. Innovative discussions on the introduction of transmission zeros between two passbands in order to increase the in-between isolations were made. But only schematic transmission line models of the filter were given, and no design formulas were provided to relate the filter specifications and circuit parameters. In [11], also only schematic transmission line model consisting of cascaded short-circuited or/and open-circuited stubs and lines was considered. The electrical lengths and characteristics impedances of the lines and stubs were chosen as optimization variables, and by using annealing algorithm, optimum design of the filter was performed to get the physical dimensions of the filter. As stated by the authors of [11], no equivalent circuit model was needed. However, it is evident that the computation cost of the annealing algorithm is significantly higher than that of the closed-form design formulas of this paper. Moreover, this annealing algorithm cannot assure that an optimum solution can always be obtained. In some cases, the solution may contain redundant stubs in the filter configuration which in turn results in a larger circuit space occupation.

The present method has also some shortcomings. First, it is basically appropriate for the design of narrow band (e.g., less than 10%) filters. But this limitation is not a problem in many cases of filter applications. Second, although the central frequencies of the dual passbands can be chosen separately, the formulation process above requires that the fractional bandwidths of the first and second passbands are equal. This requirement may introduce a limit to the wide acceptance of the proposed method. But in the practical design of the filter, we find that the dual passbands can be controlled separately to some extent through the adjustment of the circuit parameters. Third, the J-inverters in the circuit are required unvaried at the center frequencies of two passbands. This is usually not true when the inverters are realized by distributed structures. This problem is also encountered by most previous design methods of dual-band filters. Some recent papers invented the designed of dual-band inverters [12], [13]. A more simple method is just to
use quarter-wavelength transmission lines [14] at the average frequency \( \omega_0 = (\omega_1 \omega_2)^{1/2} \) of the dual-bands. This simple implementation of the \( J \)-inverters will cause the mid-band frequencies of the dual-bands moving a little bit closer. Since the focus of this paper is on the new synthesis method and design formulas, the simplified model of a \( J \)-inverter using quarter-wavelength transmission line is used in the following design example.

3. Design and Realization

In order to validate the theory proposed above, we try to design a dual-band filter based on the circuit topology shown in Fig. 5 or 6, and realize it using microstrip lines. As mentioned above, it is straightforward to realize the admittance inverters in Fig. 5 or 6 by employing microstrip quarter-wavelength lines. On the other hands, the series \( LC \) resonators can be realized by using microstrip quarter-wavelength open stubs, and the shunt \( LC \) resonators by using microstrip quarter-wavelength short-circuited stubs which require usually via-holes through the substrate. In this paper, we choose the topology in Fig. 5 because the series \( LC \) resonators can be easily realized by using microstrip quarter-wavelength open stubs.

The central frequencies of the dual-bands of the filter are 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz, respectively. The ripple in the passbands is chosen as 0.01 dB. The equal-ripple bandwidth of both the first and second passband is 2.78%, i.e., 50 MHz and 67 MHz, respectively.

By using the formulas given in Sect. 2, we calculated the values of all elements in Fig. 5. We have \( J_{01} = J_{23} = 0.02335 \), \( J_{12} = 0.0286 \), \( J_a = J_b = 0.06 \), \( C_{a1} = C_{a2} = 1.2649 \text{ pF} \), \( L_{a1} = L_{a2} = 4.6355 \text{ nH} \), \( C_{a2} = C_{b2} = 1.3912 \text{ pF} \), \( L_{a2} = L_{b2} = 4.215 \text{ nH} \). The frequency response of the dual-band BPF in Fig. 5 is plotted in Fig. 8(a). Figures 8(b) and (c) provide close-up views of the dual passbands at about 1.8 GHz and 2.4 GHz, respectively. It is seen that both the center frequencies and bandwidths of the dual passbands meet the design specifications.

Figures 9(a) and (b) show a quarter-wavelength microstrip open stub and its equivalent series \( L_aC_a \) resonator, respectively. The microstrip open stub has a length \( l_a \), a width \( w_a \), a characteristic impedance \( Z_a \), and is quarter-wavelength at \( \omega_a \). So we have

\[
l_a = \frac{\pi c}{2 \omega_a \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}}, \quad \omega_a = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_aC_a}} \tag{37}
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light in free space, \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective dielectric constant of the stub. Let the reactance slope parameter of the input reactance of the open stub and that of the \( LC \) resonator equals to each other at \( \omega_a \), we get [15]

\[
Z_a = \frac{4\omega_a L_a}{\pi} = \frac{4}{\pi\omega_a C_a} \tag{38}
\]

From (37) and (38), the lengths and widths of the quarter-wavelength lines and open stubs can be determined readily.

Figure 10 shows the configuration and dimensions of our designed dual-band filter. The four series resonators in Fig. 5 are implemented by four open stubs with lengths \( l_2, l_4, l_6, \) and \( l_8 \), respectively. The five \( J \)-inverters are realized by five pieces of quarter-wavelength transmission lines with lengths \( l_1, l_3, l_5, l_7, \) and \( l_9 \), respectively.

A commercial substrate Duriod 6010 with a relative dielectric constant of 10.2, a loss tangent of 0.0023, and a thickness of 0.635 mm is used in the design. By using a
full-wave electromagnetic solver, Sonnet em [16] and expressions (37) and (38), we get $l_1 = l_9 = 13.5\, \text{mm}$, $w_1 = w_9 = 0.8\, \text{mm}$, $l_2 = l_6 = 13.55\, \text{mm}$, $w_2 = w_6 = 0.3\, \text{mm}$, $l_3 = l_7 = 12.4\, \text{mm}$, $w_3 = w_7 = 2.4\, \text{mm}$, $l_4 = l_8 = 13.7\, \text{mm}$, $w_4 = w_8 = 0.2\, \text{mm}$, $l_5 = 12.6\, \text{mm}$, and $w_5 = 1.0\, \text{mm}$. The characteristic impedances of the lines are: $Z_1 = Z_9 = 42.4\, \Omega$, $Z_2 = Z_6 = 65.3\, \Omega$, $Z_3 = Z_7 = 21.3\, \Omega$, $Z_4 = Z_8 = 74.8\, \Omega$, and $Z_5 = 37.6\, \Omega$.

Figure 11 provides a comparison of the simulated and measured characteristics of the filter. The solid lines are measured response of the fabricated filter, using a network analyzer HP8722ES. The dash lines are simulated curves of the microstrip filter shown in Fig. 10, using Sonnet em. Both the dielectric and conductor (with a conductivity of $s = 5.8 \times 10^7\, \text{S/m of copper}$) loss are taken into account in the simulation. The agreement over the dual bands is good except a frequency shift occurs between the simulated and measured responses. Such a frequency shift is observed in most previous reports of filters, and is mainly caused by the deviation of dielectric constant between the nominal and its real values, and by the fabrication tolerance of the filter. A transmission zero at about 2.1 GHz is clearly observed, which produces sharp and large attenuations between the dual passbands of the filter. By observing Fig. 4 or Fig. 5, we can see that this in-between transmission zero is produced by the series $L_{a1}C_{a1}$ resonator and series $L_{b2}C_{b2}$ resonator. From Eq. (11), we find that both $L_{a1}C_{a1}$ resonator and $L_{b2}C_{b2}$ resonator resonate at $\omega_0 = (\omega_1\omega_2)^{1/2}$. As a result, the short branches formed by $L_{a1}C_{a1}$ and $L_{b2}C_{b2}$ become short-circuited at frequency $\omega_0$, and a transmission zero is thus produced at $\omega_0$. Obviously this transmission zero is fixed at $\omega_0$. These series resonator branches correspond to the quarter-wavelength open stubs with lengths $l_2$ and $l_6$ in the microstrip filter shown in Fig. 10. A further analysis reveals that the two-section open stub with lengths $l_3$ and $l_4$ (or $l_7$ and $l_8$) in Fig. 10 produces a pair of transmission zeros, one in the lower side, and the other in the upper side of the dual-band filter, as shown in Fig. 11. The positions of these transmission zeros can be moved by varying the ratio of the characteristic impedances of the two-section transmission lines.

4. Conclusion

A new synthesis method of dual-band microwave BPFs is described. By implementing two successive frequency transformations, a dual-band BPF is obtained from a prototype lowpass filter. New topologies of dual-band BPFs are obtained, and their realizations are made easy by carrying out circuit conversions using admittance inverters. The overall size of the developed microstrip filter is small compared with previously reported dual-band filter using external dual-band impedance matching networks. The design example in a microstrip form provides a good agreement between the measured and simulated frequency response of the filter, and verifies thereby the proposed theory.
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